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<< DIRECTOR’S MESSAGE

It has been a successful year for
all of us; lets work even harder
for a fruitful 2014

T

he year 2013 has come to a close
with many reasons to be optimistic
for us as a company and for Kenya
as a country. While the year
opened with uncertainty as we went into a
highly charged general election, it has ended
well despite the many challenges brought on
by devolution as government moves from
central to the counties. That the country
went through the election smoothly without
the ugly scenes witnessed in 2007, and we
have a youthful government in place that is
working round the clock to build structures
to keep the economy in motion despite
challenges at the international scene is a sign
of better things to come.

At Elgon Kenya Limited, one of our
newest accomplishments in the year was
successfully launching and concluding
the National Farmers Awards Scheme, a
partnership between us and the Ministry of
Agriculture. Two of the small-scale farmers
– Harrison Muriuki and Dr Nelson Nyamu
were feted at Jamhuri Park by President
Uhuru Kenyatta during the Nairobi
International Show while all the winners
got their trophies and certificates from the
Principal Secretary, State Department of
Agriculture Mrs Sicily Kariuki at a colourful
gala dinner in November. This was the first
time ever that the farming fraternity was
celebrated at a national forum, and we are
looking forward to growing this scheme
into one of the most important events in
the annual agriculture calendar.
The awards are a way of saying thank you
to farmers who are demonstrating that
indeed, agriculture is rewarding, and being
the country’s largest economy, we only need
to do it well to tap its enomous potential
to change the economy, create employment
for the youth and produce sufficient food to
solve the elusive goal of food security.
A vote of thanks is in order there. First to
His Excellency President Uhuru Kenyatta
for finding time out of his tight schedule
to recognize the successful farmers, the
Minister for Agriculture Felix Koskei who

inherited the project from his predecessorr
and saw it successfully to completion,,
Agriculture Principal Secretary Mrs Sicily
Kariuki who not only presided over the
gala dinner but committed government
support to growing the scheme. Her grasp
of the objective of the scheme despite
her being fairly new at the ministry is
commendable and an indication that the
project is an idea whose time has come.
The Ministry officials who were given the
task of organizing the event, Henry Ndege,,
Humprey Mwangi, Zachary Mairura and
Emily Osena did a splendid job while at
Elgon Kenya, Nelson Maina, Ashok Reddy
and Edwin Nyabiba worked tirelessly
to get the winners, so did the project
coordinator Catherine Riungu. Award cosponsors Du Pont and Excel Chemicals,,
thank you for supporting a good course..
And to all participants and winners, we
wish you well and look forward to a fuller
basket in 2014.
Speaking of fuller baskets, Elgon Kenya
Limited is proud to have added new products
as we strive to live to our motto of being a
one-stop-shop for farmers. The launch of
our new maize seed, Elgon Prestige 02, that
is already showing promising yields is set to
revolutionize the staple food production
that is threated by diseases thus slowing
productivity.
And in a bid to stem over reliance on
fertilizer import which has had a ripple
effect on planting and harvesting, and
ultimately affecting food production, we
at Elgon Kenya have now entered into the
fertilizer business by introducing Urea and
DAP fertilizers under the banner Thabiti
fertilizer.
Since our understanding is that business is
not all about profits, this year we have new
charity projects, the most notable being the
sponsorship of the Kantaria Ward at the
MP Shah hospital where we put in Ksh 40
million as Kenya positions itself as a leading
medical destination. This together with a

Director Elgon Kenya Ltd.
donation of a van to Bethsaida Home for
the aged and disabled has not only saved
lives but also given impetus to the home to
restore human dignity to the neglected.
It is also with great pleasure I announce
that we were also feted this year at the
East Africa Agribusiness Awards emerging
winners in the Best Initiative in Support
of SMEs category. The awards recognize
achievements across the main agriculture
sectors and reward personalities and
institutions transforming the region’s
agribusiness climate. The recognition was
due to our platform of creating a onestop-shop through which we give farmers
support from planting to marketing. This
award caps our 2013 achievements and we
look forward to a successful 2014 where we
all remain winners.
I could go on and on about the many reasons
why we should join forces as citizens of this
beautiful country but let me stop here and
wish you all a prosperous New Year 2014.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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n Kenya women provide approximately
75 percent of total agricultural labour,
representing two thirds of the entire
population, and produce 90 percent of all
the food in the country.Yet that is as far as the
good news go. The same women own a paltry
one percent of land in Kenya and can only
access, at maximum, seven percent of formal
credit because without land titles as collateral,
access to finance is a near impossibility.
This, even as numerous studies show that
investing in women farmers increases overall
crop production.
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Put gender in our
agricultural agenda

Elgon Kenya Limited

The productive role of women in agriculture
embraces both subsistence crops and cash
crops for the market. Women’s farm activities
cover the entire agriculture cycle-including
hoeing, planting, weeding, scaring birds
and animal pests, and harvesting. And even
those men who have successfully made it in
agribusiness have done it with the women’s
support. The two winners in the small scale
category of the National Farmers Awards
ceremony organized by Elgon Kenya Limited
both attributed the success of their ventures
to the active role their wives played from
planning to reaping the farming benefits.
Infact, population pressure and off-farm
employment opportunities for men have
led to an increasing proportion of women
becoming de facto farm managers. But does
anyone care about the burden of women in
feeding a growing population?
While farming, particularly among development
circles, is romanticized solely as a rewarding
endeavour, the damaging effects of the trade,
especially on women are less well known.
Muscular-skeletal problems from carrying
heavy loads, frequent squatting and kneeling
are a concern, with almost 43 percent of
women reporting back pain.
Does this lack of recognition matter? Yes and
no. One reason why it may not matter is that
at the end of the day, households are able to
cultivate and harvest the food required to
generate income or for consumption.
Yet, the dissonance between the actual
farmer versus those who are recognized as
farmers does matter from an empowerment,
training and policy perspective. Women across
the world are bedeviled by a lower socioeconomic status. Recognizing them for the
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the world is an important step in driving change
on how women are perceived, respected and
empowered in society.
Women farmers have quantitatively and
qualitatively less access to information,
technology, land, inputs and credit. Policymakers, managers, agents and participants in
agricultural support services are generally
males, who are not always sufficiently aware
of the specific problems and needs of women
farmers. As a result, information and extension
services are typically geared towards male
farmers, on the assumption that the message
will trickle down to women. Evidence shows
that, in reality, this is not the case. At a policy
level, government, development organizations
and the private sector need to be cognizant
of the gender dynamics in agriculture, and
work towards empowering women and
ensuring a more equitable distribution of
resources. Unfortunately, important gaps in
data availability and analytical work in many
key areas handicap policy makers’ efforts to
address these crucial issues adequately.
Tackling Kenya’s hunger requires tackling
the dynamics that keep women outside of
research institutions and leadership bodies
where agricultural policy decisions are
made. So building the capacities of women
in agricultural science and development and
nurturing institutional cultures that help to
retain them is crucial.
A society that doesn’t prioritize the needs
of the constituency that feeds it has not only
failed itself but also its children and future
generations. Lets put the gender on our
agricultural agenda.

Our future is pegged on
responsible flower
production

Elgon Kenya fetes agriculture’s finest

Labour of love catapults
farmer to national stardom
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Farmer Fortunes: New high
yielding maize variety receives
nod as the best of our time.

Chairman: Rajnikant N. Kantaria
Rajnikant Kantaria has
been a Director of the
company since the 1960s
and was the original
founder of a majority of
the company’s various
divisions, along with his
brother Chandu who has
since retired.
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Elgon Kenya takes the weep out of the
sick with world class ward

Rajni is now the executive
Chairman of the group
and is a guiding force in all
the major decisions.
Rajni is active in the community and has been the
past Chairman of the Hindu Council of Kenya, Desai
Memorial
Foundation,
Shree Lohana Mahajan
Mandal and Federation
Chairman of the Giants organisation in Kenya. He was
awarded the prestigious Head of State Commendation
(HSC) by the retired President of Kenya, Mwai Kibaki in
December 2004 for his contribution to various social activities. He was also awarded an Honorary Doctorate from
the prestigious United Graduate College and Seminary in
USA in 2010 for his selfless philanthrophy and commitment to alleviating the suffering of the needy in society.
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FLOWERS

>>

Our future is pegged on
responsible flower production

Mr. Baiju Kantaria Director Elgon Kenya Ltd.

I

n the just concluded National Farmers
Competition Award Scheme 2013, history
was made with all top three positions in the
Large Commercial Farms category going to
flower farms.
Going by the strict judging criteria which
among others required that the entrants to
the competition show level of commitment
to environmental protection, climate change
mitigation measures, and working environment
improvement issues among others, the three
winning flower farms, Panda Flowers, grower
Nini Limited and breeder Stokman Rozen
respectively, deserves a pat on the back for
championing a course that has largely been
neglected by especially big farms but one that
will ironically come to bite us all, at some point.

could soon contribute to dislodging Kenya
from the enviable position it enjoys. Climate
change is slowly becoming a painful reality in
every agricultural sphere in this country and
floriculture hasn’t been spared.

And for a subsector where over 500,000
Kenyans, including over 90,000 flower farm
employees, earn a living from the revelations on
the effect of change of weather patterns cannot
be taken lightly.

Last year heavy rains, strong winds and rapid
fluctuations in temperature saw several flower
farms in the country loose their greenhouses
which were blown off while others especially
around Lake Naivasha were been submerged
by flood waters.

The flower industry however is faced with
uncertainty over the delays in concluding the
Economic Partnership Agreements (EPAs)
whose deadline is next year. It has been a long
and protracted road of intense negotiations
for a World Trade Organization (WTO)
compatible trading regime. Failure to close a
pact means that our flower exports into the EU
would be slapped with a 12 per cent import
duty, making them more expensive at the end
market. Exporters and policy makers have said
that the industry would collapse under these
circumstances, and reverse the gains made
over the past 30 years of building a world-class
industry.The millions of jobs, technology, billions
of foreign exchange not to mention Kenya’s
international image as the leading supplier of
cut flowers would all go down the drain.

In one such dire situation the flooding water
swept though the greenhouses and also
damaged the rain water collection system
of one of the flower farms. At one time the
farm was at a standstill since the workers
could not report. There was no harvesting,
processing of flowers and exports loosing the
days production of about 60,000 stems.
As a country we need to start warming up
to these eventualities especially with climate
change experts insisting that the global
temperature rise must be limited urgently to
avoid serious impacts on African agricultural
production, given that 80 per cent of the
population in the continent rely on rain-fed
agriculture for a living. They observe that at the
current rate of temperature increase, global
average temperatures will have increased 1.5
degree Celsius by 2050 with Africa being hit
hardest.

Already production of flowers has flattened
since 2010 and is hurting the prospects of an
industry that remains one of Kenya’s leading
foreign exchange earners. We all need to get it
right on this one as quickly as is possible.

Kenya’s horticulture earnings rose in the first
half of this year compared to a similar period
in 2012. Earnings from flowers which form the
bulk of these exports were at an impressive
Sh30 billion which was a one million growth
compared to a similar period in 2012.
Kenya is the lead exporter of rose cut flowers
to the European Union, with a market share
of about 38 per cent and has managed to
dislodge traditional export rivals like Ecuador
and Columbia. Ironically, the same factors that
contributed to giving Kenya an upper hand,
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MY PLEASURE: Panda Flowers director Igal Elfezouaty hands a bouquet of flowers to
Ms Sicily Kariuki during the National Farmers Awards Scheme 2013 gala dinner.

<< VIVANDO

Taming powdery mildew
with a unique product
Vivando contains a new active ingredient
called metrafenone, which has a unique mode
of action and offers excellent protectant
activity against powdery mildew for up to
21 days after application. Vivando is the first
product in the world to contain metrafenone.
This makes it a powerful tool for managing
disease resistance.
Although it works best when applied
preventively before infections occur, it also
provides targeted protection by interfering
with lesion growth, spore production and
spore viability.

Mr. Mahesh Sharma, Head of
Business in agriculture, Elgon Kenya

A

gro input company Elgon Kenya
Limited has partnered with leading
chemical company BASF East Africa
to introduce a cutting edge weapon
against fungal diseases in especially flowers.
While BASF is the manufacturer, Elgon
Kenya Ltd will serve as the distributor of the
product.
Dubbed Vivando, the new product, known for
its prowess in preventing the yield robbing
powdery mildew is welcome news to flower
farmers, coming at a time when deformations
and spots in infected plants have rendered
many of the roses impossible to sell.
Yet what is in the market hasn’t matched the
fight against the stubborn disease.
Powdery mildew is one of the most
widespread and easily recognized plant
diseases which affect virtually all kinds of plants
including rose flowers. Powdery mildews are
characterized by spots or patches of white
to grayish, talcum-powderlike growth. The
disease is most commonly observed on the
upper sides of the leaves. It also affects the
bottom sides of leaves, young stems, buds,
flowers and young fruit. Infected leaves may
become distorted, turn yellow with small
patches of green, and fall prematurely. Infected
buds may fail to open

Independent trials in New Zealand have
shown that Vivando provides outstanding
control of powdery mildew among flowers
and vegetables when used as part of a well
managed spray program. Compared to
other products, Vivando provides up to 4.5
tonnes more yield per hectare of marketable
produce.
BASF East Africa has courted Elgon Kenya
Limited as its distributor of the new product
to Elgon Kenya’s unparalled reach across
the region. Elgon Kenya for example has the
largest network of stockists meaning any
product they distribute will reach any farmer
across the country. The aggressive marketing
department at Elgon Kenya has also been a
plus in assisting thorough awareness of new
products. “Any manufacturer knows who
their target is. BASF are targeting farmers
with this interesting product. They identified
us because they are sure that in terms of
distribution we rule in the regional market
and they are assured of an impressive
distribution network in Elgon Kenya,”said Mr.
Nelson Maina, Communication Manager at
Elgon Kenya.
The new fungicide is now set to reposition
East African flower growers who have
previously struggled to meet the strict quality
standards of European markets aimed at
curbing the use of pesticides in exported
flowers. The latest pest and disease arsenal
will also significantly cost savings, as well as
improve leaf and bloom quality, while reducing
the risk to the environment and workers
from being exposed to harmful pesticides.

The launch comes
at a time when
international buyers
have
expressed
interest in buying
flowers directly from
farmers which has
increased sales in the
recent past. According
to the Economic
Survey 2013, the cut
flower sector earned
the country Sh65
billion last year, up
from Sh58.8 billion
in 2011 with Kenya still commanding a lion’s
share of the market in European Union
currently standing at 38 percent.
The challenge however has been to increase
area under rose flower production while
ensuring production and harvest is not
interrupted by diseases and pests.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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OLDEST STAFF

>>

The Elgon Kenya journey in the
prism of oldest staff
FROM EDITOR’S DESK

B

ehind an impressive career from
a petrol station attendant to a
supervisor is a heartwarming 39year
journey of David Njenga, a staff who
has worked longest at Elgon Kenya Limited
and who knows the legacy and journey of
the agro input company by heart.
It is his story that best captures the
operations of a company that rose from
humble beginnings to become one of
the most respected in the region, and the
dedication of its founders and workers in
bringing it to stardom.
Having lost his father who also worked at
the timber business of the Late Mr. Nanalal
Kantaria, Njenga, then at Form Two, struggled
to raise his school fees.
But Mr. Nanu as he was fondly referred to
by the locals in Limuru would step in, having
known Njenga’s father personally, to see
Njenga complete school and immediately
giving him a job as a petrol station attendant.
He would make sure that all vehicles,
especially those that were transporting
timber were fueled first thing in the morning.
But he would also fuel Nanu’s car every
morning, an encounter that endeared him to
Mr Nanu and from where he says he learnt
lessons that have kept him going todate.
“Nanu was super human. When we were
young we could go for sawdust from his
factory to use in our school sport games. I
never interacted with him per se. Then he
came for my dad’s burial.That time I only saw
him. My first job gave me the opportunity
to understand him better,” said Njenga. The
virtues of hardwork, honesty, and humility
that defined Nanu would walk with Njenga
for the rest of his life, as fond memories
registers in his body language and facial
expression every time he reminisces.
After fueling the car Njenga would then
join the cashier for the rest of the day to
assist in reconciling sales figures. It is his
determination to learn that would see Nanu
move him officially to sales. “Nanu respected
the virtues of hardwork. It was hardwork
that got people promoted. I had seen since
joining the company as a naïve petrol station
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David Njenga, supervisor Elgon Kenya Ltd.
attendant to becoming a stores keeper
how highly Nanu regarded discipline and
hardwork.They got me to many places in the
company, and gave me a job,”Njenga recalls
fondly.
But it is the concern of every staff’s welfare
that endeared Njenga to Mr. Nanu even
more. According to him, Nanu was not just
concerned about what time staff reported
and left work, but also how they were doing,
their families, their health, their lives.
When Njenga’s father wanted to buy a high
grade cow that was on offer at Sh200 in 1963,
his greatest pain was how he could raise even
half of that amount, which by then was out
of reach for many. He floated the idea to Mr.
Nanu who without a second thought lend
him the money. He only repaid for a month
before Nanu decided to cancel the loan. “He
wanted to test my father’s discipline in loan
repayment. And when he only paid after one
month he just walked to my father casually
and told him he had waived the loan. Just like
that,” Njenga remembers.
It was the first big present his father had
received from Mr. Nanu and it meant more
to Njenga than it did to his father. It made
him want to be like Nanu; hardworking yet
easy to gel with the community.

This attachment would see him become
among the favourite workers of Mr Nanu
which also saw him eulogize him by being
picked to read the Kikuyu version of Mr
Nanu’s eulogy upon his demise. “You could
feel the void, the uncertainty and the pain
during his burial. It was a big blow especially
because he seemed very okay and energetic
before his death,” he said.
His later interaction with the rest of the
Kantaria family and Elgon Kenya management
endeared him to stay on, with the traits
possessed by Mr Nanu now being replicated
by those who took over.
The respect for staff and dedication to
community according to Njenga has been
the hallmark of Elgon Kenya’s over a decade
journey. “I have been here for four decades,
I have seen people come and go. I have
seen the company grow, and I have seen
people rise with this growth. Its all in how
hard you work, which was Nanu’s mantra.
Some have grown from mere turn boys to
senior people in departments. I have grown
from a petrol attendant to chemical store
supervisor. This company has taught me the
values of hardwork. I never forget to remind
my children,” concludes Njenga.

<< GREAT WHITE LIGHT

Great White Light
shines a light on Kenya’s
households
that fuels conventional lamps. Of the 85
percent Kenyans without access to grid
electricity, most live in places where the
sun sets quickly and there is only a brief
period of twilight. But solar lamps work
anywhere the sun shines, even in places
that are off the grid, or where grid power
is expensive or unreliable.

Edwin Nyabiba, Agronomist West Rift
Cereal & small scale manager

A

transformatory dual purpose
solar lamp is leading the
revolution on uptake of
alternative sources of energy
due to its convenience and energy saving
traits compared to conventional sources
of power.
Dubbed Great White Light distributed
by respected Global Hardware Limited,
the two in one solar lamp and charger
guarantees its users up to 90 hours of
uninterrupted light. It also has five different
charging pins that can charge most cell
phones in Kenya. Its flexible stand as well
as a lanyard means that it can easily be
used as a torch or even a desk lamp.
This revolutionary technology comes at a
time when Kenya demand for alternative
energy like solar hits unprecedented
levels due to unreliability of conventional
sources like hydro power. The economic
case for solar lighting has become clearer
clearer: buying a lamp like Great White
Light that charges in the sun during the
day, and then produces light at night,
can eliminate spending on the kerosene

The potential savings of such solar lamps
are huge. According to a recent study by
the International Finance
Corporation, an arm of the
World Bank, $10 billion a
year is spent on kerosene
in
sub-Saharan
Africa
alone to illuminate homes,
workplaces and community
areas. Globally, the figure has
been put at $36 billion.

mind boggling and should never be allowed
to happen in our country at this day and
age. Kenya enjoys the longest sunshine
spells than virtually any other country
in Africa. We just cant let the sun waste
away, which is why we have introduced the
Great White Light technology.We feel our
people should have clean, affordable and
consistent power,” said Mr. Nishal Sodha
the Director of Global Hardware Limited

Companies estimate Kenyan
households often spend
more than 10 percent of
their income on kerosene,
and other studies have
put the figure as high as 25
percent. And kerosene does
not merely eat up household
income that could be
spent on other things. It is
also dangerous. Kerosene
lanterns, a
century-old
technology, are fire hazards.
The wicks smoke, the glass
cracks, and the light may be
too weak to read by. The
World Health Organization
says the fine particles in
kerosene
fumes
cause
chronic pulmonary disease.
Burning
kerosene
also
produces climate-changing
carbon-dioxide emissions.
The high cost of electricity
which has made it near
impossible
for
many
households to have decent
source of energy means is

CUT ABOVE THE REST: Edwin Nyabiba from
Elgon Kenya explains the concept of solar lamps
supplied by Elgon Kenya at the Naivasha Hortifair.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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Quality is never an accident; it is always the result of high intention,
sincere effort, intelligent direction and skillful execution; it represents
the wise choice of many alternatives. -William A. Foster
At Global Hardware Ltd. we
would like to claim that we
are focused; focused on you,
our customer. While it would
be nice to be everything to
everyone, we fear we’d end up
losing our specialty if we trod
down that path.
Our specialty is boards – we
would like to be seen as the
one-stop shop for all your
quality boards needs.
From plain or laminated MDF
and chip boards, to gypsum
boards, marine / shutter
plywood, plain plywoods,
veneers – even cement fibre
boards, we stock the lot in a
variety of colours and sizes.

Nishal Sodha - Director
“When asked what the learnings from
Kingfisher Airlines experience were, Tony
Fernandes said: “Focus. I have said it to Vijay
many times. This is damn bloody tough
business. People saw me running around
in a T-shirt and a cap and said well if that
Indian guy can do it then I can. Vijay was one
of the many billionaires who got into the
airline business, but it is a very, very tough
business. You can lose a fortune very quickly.
You have to be meticulous and it needs focus.
The Air Asia model has been the same for
11 years. We did not even think about India
because we knew we would get killed in the
early stages. Vijay went from a low-cost to a
premium, to a long-haul airline, to a shorthaul airline, to a turbo prop with the buying
of Air Deccan.You know it was like a biryani.
It was all mixed up. It was bad biryani which
India does not have much of.”
TONY FERNANDES NDTV Profit
(1 July 2013)
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Ever been in a situation where
you bought 18mm boards to
build a shelf and you cannot find the same
shade in a 3mm to make the back wall of the
shelf? Then you know where we are going
with our portfolio of products! We stock a
large variety of colours whilst at the same
time ensuring that you have the peace of
mind that the same shades will be available in
different thicknesses.
Add to this the accessories such as channels,
appropriate screws, fillers, fibre tapes etc and
you suddenly are in a position to save money
and valuable time by getting your products
from one outlet.
If you would like to know about our boards,
or if you would like to see other construction
and building products, please do not hesitate
to get in touch with us.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch with
Rikim, Sanjay, Mary or Joy – all on hand to be
of service to you.

Better still, drop us a line on
globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com
and
ask to be put onto our automated e-mail
notification service. All new arrivals are
regularly advertised upon receipt.
globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com
0786 GLO BAL (456 225)

<< DRIP IRRIGATION

Drops of prosperity:
Small-scale irrigation nets large-scale payoff
farmers cannot depend on rain-fed
agriculture as a meaningful way to meet
their subsistence needs. It is becoming
increasingly clear that with increased
population and pressure on arable
land, the typical smallholder farmer
under dryland conditions cannot even
provide for his own family’s subsistence.

Premal R. Bhatt, Technical and Sales manager irrigation

The water crisis has resulted in
increased competition for water, even
to the point of conflict among the varied
water users. Villagers need water to
meet their domestic needs,pastoralists
are constantly in search of grazing
land and water for their livestock
and smallholders (agriculturists) need
water to grow their crops. All these
parties compete for available supplies
and, in most cases, not doing much to
conserve the resource for continued
sustainable use.

S

The emergence of small-scale irrigation
technologies that smallholder farmers
can easily understand, invest and use to grow
crops for food and cash is important if we
are to reverse the food insecurity situation
in the country. These technologies not only
reduce the workload on women who are
the main users, but also improve incomes
and family nutrition.

Study after study show that the world
doesn’t need huge investments to facilitate
farmers to produce more. The world just
needs to get its priorities right.

Cognizant of the fact that economizing
water use holds the key to ensuring
guaranteed
year-round
food
production and increased yields,
Elgon Kenya Limited through its
irrigation department has launched
a revolutionary drip irrigation kit
that ensures even distribution of
water to all crops making sure that
no drop goes to waste.

mallholder farmers hold the key
to insulating millions in the world
from hunger and saving the world
from future food shocks. Yet this
all important constituency is fighting
surmountable odds in the quest to keep the
world fed and happy.

One priority that has eroded Kenyan
stakeholders is ensuring constant supply of
water to farmers. It’s common logic that
water is every crop’s heartbeat. Yet swathes
of land lie bare, untilled, underutilized and
wasted. This even as shocking revelations
show that with each day that a baby is born,
four Kenyans enter the food insecurity
bracket.
Kenya’s economy is agriculture-based, yet
over 80 percent of the country is classified as
arid and semiarid and typically characterized
by low and erratic rainfall.
Food shortage in Kenya poses a recurrent
crisis which cannot be solved by rain fed
agricultural production alone. Unpredictable
rainfall and frequent droughts mean that

afford the highly priced kits like those used
in greenhouses.
The kit, which also assists in fertigation, is
neatly packed with one box to facilitate easy
transportation, assembly and installation. It
is also fully gravity powered, eliminating the
possibility of extra power cost incurred
from pumping water from its source to the
farm.
Farmers who purchase the kit also get free
demonstration of its use and agronomical
support by agronomists from Elgon Kenya
together with free seeds and chemicals to
fight pests.
The unveiling of the kit comes in the wake
of reports that have identified small scale
irrigation as key to a near tripling of subSaharan Africa’s yields. One such report
by The International Water Management
Institute (IWMI) released earlier this year,
uncovered a revolution in the ways in which
smallholders are driving low-cost farm and
community water management.
Elgon Kenya Limited has therefore
positioned itself to be the game leader
in the irrigation sector in the country by
complementing government efforts to open
vast of un utilized Kenyan land to irrigation
and contribute to ensuring that no Kenyan
will ever go hungry because that is our
resolve.

Dubbed Elgon Kenya Kadogo drip
kit, the irrigation technology meant
to be a game changer in the way
small holder farming is done, is
designed for small areas of land
which are common with small
scale farmers. Retailing at Sh18,700
for the smallest portion of land
and Sh25,500 for a one eighth of
an acre, the kit focuses on tens of FOR FARMERS’ SAKE: Elgon Kenya Director Bimal
thousands of farmers who are boxed Kantaria with Elgon Kenya Communication manager
by drastic climate changes, from demonstrate how the kadogo drip kit works.
drought to downpour, but cannot

Elgon Kenya Limited
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WEED CONTROL

>>

New weed control product offers
the farmer a long-lasting solution
Weeds are problematic to farmers in Kenya and
elsewhere in Africa where soils are believed to
contain between 100 to 300 million weed seeds
buried in each hectare of land. And because of
the tropical heat, higher light intensity and humid
conditions, the weed ‘menace’ is more critical in
Africa than most other parts of the world.
To farmers, weeds are not just troublesome
plants.They pose more problems as they reduce
crop yields by competing for space, sunlight,
water and soil nutrients. Weeds also reduce
the quality of crops besides serving as effective
hosts for crop diseases and presenting the
‘stiffest’ competition with crops when the latter
are very young. In their worst form, weeds not
only interfere with harvests but also produce
chemical substances which are toxic to crops.

esearch conducted in 2009 by the Kenya
Agricultural Research Institute reveals
just how problematic weeds can be to
farming in Kenya. Based at Thika, the field
trials were aimed at determining the efficacy
and profitability of weed management options in
fields with onions. But what was most interesting
about the experiment was that the researchers
established that weeds significantly reduced the
weight of onion plants by between 69.53% and
95.13%.

In essence, all this means that weeds have a
great negative economic impact to farming in
terms of crop losses and costs of control. For
instance, it is estimated that even with modern
weed control methods like use of herbicides or
mechanical means, the average annual monetary
loss caused by weeds in the 46 crops grown in
the United States was $4.6 billion (over Ksh400
billion) by 1991 and that if herbicides were
not used there, this loss would have escalated
to U$19.6 billion (Ksh1.705 trillion). In Kenya,
scientists from the International Institute of
Tropical Agriculture estimated in June 2013 that
farmers in the country lose over Ksh1.6 billion of
maize crop alone owing to poor, ineffective weed
management.

“Onion plants from the un-weeded plots grew
thin and tall due to competition with weeds for
nutrients and sunlight” the researchers observed
in a report dubbed Effects of weeds on growth of
bulb onion and some cost-effective control options
at Thika, Kenya. The research was jointly done
by Monicah Waiganjo, J. Kiritu and B. Kuria, who
experimented on the effects that common
weeds such as blue couch grass, bristly foxtail,
goat weed, black jack (called micege in the area)
and the double thorn have on onion plants.

This underscores the importance of having
effective solutions that can control weeds within
a farm. But the methods used to manage weeds
in Kenya and elsewhere in Africa are hardly
effective. They include hand weeding (considered
the oldest method), pulling, slashing and hoeing.
But research shows that hand weeding takes as
much as 50-70% of smallholder farmers’ labour
time. Indeed, 80% of land in Africa is prepared by
hand, 16% by animal draught power and only 4%
is prepared with mechanical power.

Mr. Vaibhav Deshmukh, Technical
Sales Manager

R

What are Weeds?
Weeds are plants that sproat at a farm; they are
usually out of place and not intentionally sown by
a farmer. Other people define them as persistent
plants growing where they are not wanted, often
in competition with crops and which are in most
cases regarded as a nuisance because of their
undesirable qualities.
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Although mechanical weed control is used all
over Africa, it has been known to cause harmful
physical changes in the environment. For instance,
agronomists say that suppression of targeted
weeds may stimulate growth of other weeds by
decreasing their competition and by affecting
soil structure. Although tillage can help to aerate
the soil, it has been shown to decrease soil
moisture, increase soil erosion and runoff as well

as decrease the presence of micro-organisms in
the soil.

Elgon Kenya’s new and better
weed-control solution
Being the national distributor of BASF’s Stomp
CS herbicide, Elgon Kenya Ltd now has a better
solution for farmers desiring to control nuisance
weeds.

More about Stomp CS
Stomp® CS is a premium broad
spectrum residual herbicide, controlling
a wide range of annual and perennial
grasses and broad leaf weeds
It Contains 455g/L of pendimethalin
Stomp® CS is a soil herbicide and
should be used first as a pre-emergence
herbicide, but
post
emergence
applications are also possible
Stomp® CS isused the world over
to control weed in farms planted with
many crops and all cereal types

Indeed, Elgon has a broad spectrum of Stomp
CS herbicide suitable for controlling weeds in
fields planted with crops such as cereals (maize
and barley), sunflower, tobacco, soybean, cotton,
peas, potatoes, carrots, ground nuts eggplants and
peppers.
Stomp CS performance against weeds is rated
highly as it ensures long, effective crop protection,
does not require the farmer to engage in much
tillage and ensures improved crop safety. It is
easier to use, has no smell, controls a wide range
of weeds and effectively kills weed seedlings
immediately they start emerging from the soil
-thus keeping farms free of weeds competition.
More importantly, Stomp CS’ active ingredient,
(called Pendimethalin) binds easily with organic
materials which means that a high percentage
of the active ingredient is lost in or on the soil
thus preventing it from being absorbed into
the relevant crop.This characteristic makes the
herbicide an effective solution to the reduction
of chemical residuals in crops grown in Kenya
which would make more of the country’s
products potentially more attractive to healthconscious customers in Europe and elsewhere.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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CROP FOCUS:

>>

Brassicas

Causes are usually due to:

Black Rot

• Too much hardening of seedlings

It first appears at the margins of leaves.
The tissue turns yellow and the luscious
progresses towards the centre of the leaf,
usually in a V-shaped area with the base of the
V towards the midrib.

• Too little hardening of seedlings
•

Low soil Nitrogen

•

Low soil moisture

•

Continued cold weather
(4-10ºC for 10 days or more)
• Diseases, insects and micronutrients
deficiency.
Lack of heads in broccoli and
cauliflower

Mr. Samuel Kamau, Seeds Sales
Manager Elgon Kenya Ltd.

B

rassicas are members of the
cruciferae
or
mustard
family.
(Cruciferae from the word crucifix or
cross shaped). Economically, the most
important members are cabbage, broccoli
and cauliflower. Kales and Brussel sprouts
cropsare also members. It is assumed that
cabbage originated from Western Europe
while cauliflower and broccoli came from the
Mediterranean region.
Brassicas are quite cold tolerant and therefore
well adapted to cool season production.
Although young cabbage plants can withstand
temperatures below 0ºC. They grow best at
15 to 20ºC and above 25ºC they stop growing
again.
Due to a lot of breeding and selection,
modern varieties have adapted to year round
production. Elgon Kenya currently has two
hybrid cabbage (white) varieties namely;
Green Globe and Big Globe while one
excellent Red Cabbage hybrid Pereg.
Brassica’s require a regular water supply
during the growing season- water shortage
is detrimental for head development. High
temperatures delay maturity and increase
vegetative growth (number of leaves).

Plants remain vegetative during periods of
extreme warm weather (days over 30 deg
centigrade, Night 25 deg centigrade) since
they do not receive enough cold for head
formation.
Tip burn of cauliflower and cabbage
This is a breakdown of plant tissue inside the
head of a cabbage and on the inner wrapper
leaves of cauliflower. It is associated with an
inadequate supply of calcium in the affected
leaves causing a collapse of the tissue and
death of cells. Calcium deficiency may occur
where the soil calcium is low or where there
is an imbalance of nutrients in the soil along
with certain weather conditions.
High humidity, low soil moisture, high
potassium and high nitrogen aggravate calcium
availability. A remedy would be to apply a
calcium based foliar fertilizer every 14 days
from 2 weeks after transplant.
Hollow stem in broccoli and cauliflower
This condition starts with gaps that develop in
the tissues. These gradually enlarge to create
a hollow stem. Both plant spacing and rate of
nitrogen affect the incidence of hollow stem.
As the rate of nitrogen and/ or plant spacing
increases the hollow stem increases. An easy
solution is to increase the plant population.
Another remedy would be application of a
calcium-based foliar fertilizer every 14 days
from two weeks after transplant.
IMPORTANT DISEASES OF
BRASSICAS

Remedy: use tolerant varieties like Big Globe
and Green Globe, also practice a four year
rotation. Black Rot is usually most severe in
low wet areas of fields or along windbreaks
where plants remain wet for long periods of
time.
Club Root
This is a soil borne disease which affects all
brassicas. The signs of disease vary from
swellings on roots to severe malformation
of the root, accompanied in many cases by
wilting, and frequently death of plant. Crop
rotation is very important since the fungus
causing it can remain in the soil for up to
seven years after. Maintain soil at a pH of 7-7.5
or higher by applying calcific lime (caco3)
Some important pests of brassicas
The most important tool in pest management
is regular scouting of fields to correctly
identify pests and determine if numbers and
potential for damage warrant treatment. Most
insect pests found on Brassicas have parasite
and predator natural enemies that are often
able to keep pests below damaging levels.
Diamond black moth
DBM has become resis tant to many synthetic
and microbial insecticides. Even if you are
getting excellent control of the pest with the
materials presently being used, you should
alternate between effective materials to
retard development of resistance. Treat plants
between the start and heading and harvest if
20% or more of the plants are infested. The
most critical time to scout and apply controls
is just prior to head formation.
It’s been found that particularly Big Globe
finds good tolerance level against the damage
of this pest bcz of waxy coated leaves and
genetic makeup.
Other important brassicas pests are: Cabbage
Aphid and Hooper.

Physiological disorders in brassicas,
cauliflower and broccoli buttoning
Buttoning is the premature formation of a
head and because the head forms early in the
plant’s life, the leaves are not large enough to
nourish the curd to a marketable size. Elgon
has a very good variety in cauliflower named
as Snowball 09.

healthy cabbage
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FOOD INSECURITY:

>>

Elgon positions itself to
fight food insecurity
production, health and nutrition status,
markets and trade conditions, and the general
food security status at the household level.
Further, they considered the impact of other
hazards such as crop pests and livestock
diseases on access and consumption of food.
Amongst their findings was that many parts
had received good short rains in the latter
part of 2012 making the food insecure
population to decline from 2.1 million
people in August 2012 to about 1.1 million
people in February 2013. And by June 2013,
the national food security situation showed
signs of having stabilized. This is indeed some
welcome news!

Elgon Kenya Limited Product
Development Manager, Ashok
Reddy

A

ttaining food security for Kenya’s
40 million people is a major
preoccupation of the government
and millions of farmers. We have
also made it our preoccupation at Elgon
Kenya Ltd.
Information available indicates that the food
security situation in 2013 had improved.
Indeed, a short rains assessment carried
out between January 28 to February 8,2013
shows that the government does involve itself
in research to assess food security situation
in different parts of the country.
The assessment I am referring to was
undertaken jointly by the Government of
Kenya, United Nations, Non-Governmental
Organizations and the District Steering
Groups. It was meant to provide a reliable
and objective analysis of the food security
situation by considering what had happened
in the previous two seasons of 2012. The
assessment was also aimed at providing a
timely forecast of the food security situation
over the period running between March and
August 2013 and the possible options for
response. In addition, the assessors looked
into the impacts of the 2012 short rains on
water access and quality, crop and livestock
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But can we say that the problem is solved?
For me, food insecurity is a lingering problem
that we need to solve.
As defined by the World Food Summit of
1996, food security is attained when all
people at all times have access to sufficient,
safe, nutritious food to maintain a healthy
and active life.In this regard, I appreciate the
government for identifying measures such as
the provision of certified seed and fertilizer,
promotion of water harvesting for irrigation
activities, supporting the establishment of
greenhouses as well as use of appropriate
post-harvest management techniques that
are key to attaining food security.
But for Kenya to attain lasting food security
that meets everyone’s dietary needs, there is
need to address some of the daunting such
as an increase in the frequency and intensity
of droughts and floods due to climate change,
disease and pests, food safety issues and
particularly rise in aflatoxin contamination,
poor post-harvest storage as well as high
global fertilizer prices. Comprehensively
addressing these 2 challenges requires both
public and private sector interventions that
would cushion famers –and particularly
smallholder farmers- from food insecurity
and all its manifestations.
I find it encouraging that the National
Food and Nutrition Security Policy 2011

has acknowledged the need to involve all
stakeholders, including the private sector,
to make food security a shared national
responsibility.An all-inclusive approach would
make it easier to create synergies that are
crucial to addressing declining soil fertility,
losses due to pests and diseases, droughts
and over-reliance on rain-fed agriculture
(that makes farmers vulnerable to the threats
of droughts and floods) as well as research
that would help raise food productivity and
nutritional levels across the country.
In this regard, we at Elgon Kenya Ltd have,
and continue to, play our part in ensuring
that the country’s farming population is
better equipped to deal with food security
challenges.We have made available to farmers
low cost technologies in crop production,
irrigation and solutions for postharvest losses.
Besides offering agricultural consultancy and
services, Elgon distributes a whole range of
postharvest treatment solutions, fertilizers
as well as quality seeds suitable to different
ecological and climatic regions of Kenya. We
appreciate that Kenya is a water-stressed
country and have therefore been promoting
the use of a whole range of drip irrigation
systems. In this respect, we have on offer
small-scale drip irrigation kits which are
not only affordable, but can also be used
by smallholder farmers to help mitigate the
impact caused by droughts.
Indeed, we do not just talk about food security.
We actively support the government’s drive
to make food accessible to every citizen.
For instance, we have joined hands with the
Ministry of Agriculture to promote a longrunning Farmers’ Award Scheme. Besides
giving the scheme a new impetus and bigger
profile, our collaboration goes a long way
in promoting farmers to not only engage in
agribusiness, but also train them on better
farming techniques. This goes hand-in-hand
with the fact that most of the products that
we distribute are targeted to small-scale
farmers who we believe have the greatest
role in helping the country attain food
security.

PICTORIAL

Jolly good time: Elgon Kenya director Bimal Kantaria
catches a word with John Kanyingi of Du-Pont

BULL BUSINESS: President Uhuru Kenyatta together with senior members of Government
including Agriculture Cabinet Secretary Felix Koskei and Principal Secretary Ms Sicily Kariuki
admire one of the winning bulls at the Nairobi International Show 2013.

Family ties: Dr. Rajnikant N. Kantaria, Chairman Elgon Kenya with
Mr. and Mrs. Bimal Kantaria - Director Elgon Kenya.

The ultimate prize: Agro-Dealer Paksons Enterprises Limited winner at Elgon’s Gala
night with Elgon Kenya staff

Our unflinching resolve: Bimal Kantaria Elgon
Keen interest: Country Manager Patrick Ngugi of Kenya Director addresses guests during the
Farmer awards Gala Night at Sarova Panafric
BASF with Baiju Kantaria, Elgon Kenya Director.

The winning team: Elgon Kenya staff at the farmers Award Gala Night

Presidential honour: President Kenyatta hands a
trophy to Dr. Nelson Nyamu the winner in the Small
Scale fully commercialized category in the National
Farmers Awards at the ASK ground, Nairobi

HATS OFF: President Kenyatta congratulates Mr.
Harrison Muriuki, the winner in the Small AgroDealer category of the National Farmers Awards at
Nairobi International Show 2013.

PICTORIAL

>>

Appreciation: Dr. Shah from MP Shah hospital hands a
memorabilia to Elgon Kenya Chairman, Dr. Rajnikant
Kantaria.

FORMIDABLE PARTNERSHIP: John Kanyingi Du
Pont business development specialist in East
Africa region, addresses farmers at the farmers
awards Gala dinner.

ELGON TOSHA: Farmers at a KLPA/Elgon Kenya
farmers’ field day in Karatina display Elgon Kenya
merchandise.

Elgon Kenya Director Baiju Kantaria with Panda Flower
financial director, Kishan Lyengar

TOGETHER AS ONE: MR. Bimal Kantaria addresses guests
during the launch of the upgraded Kantaria Ward at MP
Shah Hospital.

Consultation: Bimal Kantaria (ce
Sodha at the launch of the upgra
Hospital.

THIS IS IT: Elgon Kenya Chairman
his brother Dr. Rasik Kantaria cuts
the upgraded Kantaria ward at th

FAMILY TIES: Mrs. Sarla Kantaria unveils the plague at MP Shah
hospital

HOW I DID IT: Stokman Rozen Ltd. winner receiving a trophy from Mrs Jane
Ngige CEO Kenya Flower Council as Elgon Kenya Directors Baiju and Bimal
Kantaria look on.

JOY OF SUCCESS: Kianda
Betty Maina the CEO Ke
Baiju and Bimal Kantaria,

BEHIND A SUCCESSFUL MAN: Bishop George Mbaya, Small Scale winner with
his wife receiving a trophy from Jane Ngige CEO Kenya Flower Council.

<< PICTORIAL

entre), Hilal Kantaria and Halit
aded Kantaria ward at MP Shah

HEARTY MOMENTS: Elgon Kenya director Bimal Kantaria with
Sicily Kariuki, Permanent Secretary for the Ministry of Agriculture
at Farmers Award Gala Night.

WINNING WAYS: Some of the winners of the
Farmers Awards.

n, Dr. Rajnikant Kantaria and
s the ribbon to officially open
he MP Shah hospital.

THE PAYOFF: Small Scale Agro - Dealer winner Shamba
Inputs-Njoro receives a trophy from Elgon Kenya Directors
Baiju and Bimal Kantaria at the National Farmers Awards.

MARK OF QUALITY: Agro-Dealer, Pakson Ltd. winner
receives a trophy from Betty Maina, CEO of Kenya
Manufacturers Association, with Baiju and Bimal
Kantaria, Elgon Kenya Ltd Directors.

Farm winner receives a trophy from
nya Manufacturers Association with
, Elgon Kenya Ltd Directors.

MY PLEASURE: Elgon Kenya Chairman, Dr. Rajnikant N. Kantaria
exchanges greetings with Zack Mairura of Ministry of Agriculture.

WINNING WAYS: Nini Flowers Ltd. team receiving a trophy from Jane
Ngige the CEO Kenya Flower Council.

Let’s put our hands together: Mrs Kamal Baiju
Kantaria in blue with guests at the Farmers
Awards gala dinner give a laud of applause to
the winners

THE FACES BEHIND THE SUCCESS: Mr. Sampath Kumar of Excel Crop
Care, Edwin Nyabiba, Patrick Kimani - CEO KLPA and Elgon Kenya
Director Baiju Kantaria.

PICTORIAL

>>

KEEP UP: DK Jolly receiving a trophy from Sicily Kariuki, PS in the Ministry
of Agriculture.

WE GOT IT: First winner, Panda Flowers chairman shakes hand with
Baiju Kantaria, Elgon Kenya Ltd Director.

THE FACES BEHIND THE SUCCESS: Nelson Maina, Catherine Riungu, Edwin
Nyabiba, the organizers of the farmers award receiving certificates from
Sicily Kariuki.

LABOUR OF LOVE: Small Scale Agro-Dealer winner Harrison Muriuki
with his family receiving a trophy from Sicily Kariuki, PS in the Ministry
Agriculture.

HOBBY TURNED SUCCESS: Kalia Farm, Small Scale fully commercialised
winners receiving a trophy from Sicily Kariuki, PS in Ministry
ofAgriculture.

PAT ON THE BACK: KLPA chairman, Jeffrey Gikungu receiving a trophy from
Sicily Kariuki, the PS in the Ministry Agriculture with Baiju Kantaria, Elgon
Kenya Ltd Director.

GRATEFUL: Director of Agriculture in the Ministry of Agriculture,
Humphrey Mwangi and Bimal Kantaria listen to Sicily Kariuki, PS in the
Ministry Agriculture as she addresses the media.

DISPLAY OF SUCCESS: Some of the trophies and certificates that were
awarded to winning farmers.

<< AWARD

Labour of love catapults farmer
to national stardom
BY NELSON MAINA

H

arrison Muriuki is not your
ordinary farmer. Behind the gentle
personality and soft demeanour is
an aggressive resolve to educate
farmers in agricultural best practices
that recently saw him crowned the
overall winner in the small agro dealer
category of the National Farmers Awards
competition organized by Elgon Kenya
Limited and the Ministry of Agriculture.
Among the spoils was shaking hands with
the President who presented the awards.
It has been a make or break journey for
Muriuki who has surmounted major
knocks to create a brand that has now
become a household name in Meru county.
Having left Mt. Kenya University where he
studied Animal Health and production four
years ago, he wasn’t interested in working
for anyone. He wanted to move freely and
interact with farmers. Armed with nothing
but a drive to rid the farmers from the
endemic ignorance in farming, Muriuki set
up Ruiri Farmers Centre, an agrovet center
that he would later turn into a farmers’
library. Located in Buri area of Meru County
the Centre is in Ruiri market a factor
that has assisted Muriuki in getting more
customers to his shop. And they have been
coming in droves. At first it was the usual
business of buying and selling. But poor
use of some of the products, coupled with
farmers’ approach to farming as a job for the
poor would see him transform his shop to
a knowledge center. This he would also do
anytime he got a request to supply drugs to
the farmers. “I made it my personal duty to
make sure that I create knowledge before
selling my products. Knowledge in terms
of cheap ways of increasing soil fertility,
easier ways of handling animal diseases
among others. The beauty of it is that I
have seen change, lots of it,” said Muriuki.
Yet it hasn’t been a walk in the
park, whose clientele spans over
50kilometers from his shop. With his
modest motorbike he canvasses towns,
riding through rough terrain to grow
knowledge. But his efforts have paid off.

“When I started this venture,
I knew what exactly I was
getting myself into. I could
have looked for a lucrative
job in the government or a
good private company. And
then what? I personally feel
I wouldn’t have served my
fellow farmers well in those
offices. I wanted a place
where I could allocate myself
enough time to share with
as many farmers as possible.
To some of us, this kind of
work is a calling,” he added.
This calling saw him save
tens of farmers in his area
from acidic soils that had
taken toil of maize yields.
When farmers came calling
and he went to their farms,
he realized the problem was
bigger than they thought
and immediately sought
the help of soil experts
who through soil sampling
diagnosed poor farming
techniques as the problem.
That is among the many
occurrences he has stepped
in to resolve which has seen
him earn the title Mr. Fix it.
Agricultural farmers keen
on reaching many farmers
scramble for his attention
because they know of his
wider reach. Churches
on the other hand have
warmed up to his model
and even give him time to
congregation majority who

Hrrison Muriuki is crowned the overall winner in the
small agro dealer category of the National Farmers
Awards by His Excellency President Uhuru Kenyatta at
Jamhuri Park Show grounds, Nairobi

address the
are farmers.

His newfound fame and glory has not
eroded his sense of responsibility and
service to his community. Though sales
have more than doubled and heads now
keep turning every time he passes, with
some calling him the President’s farmer
after seeing him photographed with the
president who awarded him the president,
Muriuki says the journey has just started.

“What Elgon Kenya has done with the
Farmers’ Awards is the first step in
ensuring food security in our country.
When farmers are motivated they get
the zeal to do more. I am overly excited
for this award and I feel energized to
dedicate more to farming. To Elgon Kenya
and the organizers of the awards I salute
you, such initiatives are what this country
badly need. Thanks for taking the first
step in rewarding farmers,” said Muriuki.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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HEALTH FOCUS:

>>

Elgon Kenya takes the weep
out of the sick with
world class ward
FROM EDITOR’S DESK

A

s Kenya continues to position itself
as a leading medical destination in
the region, buoyed by a growing
demand for high quality medical
care, Elgon Kenya Limited has been among the
front runners in assisting the country attain
the highest level of medical sophistication.
In a noble cause it has engaged in for the
last 55 years, Elgon Kenya Limited under
the stewardship of the Kantaria family has
supported MP Shah Hospital in especially
alleviating the pain of the suffering.
The current involvement has been the
recent launch of the new look Kantaria
Ward refurbished at a cost of Sh40million.
The 30-bed ward renovation consists of
private self-contained and duplex rooms in
addition to general ward beds.
The ward has been experiencing an increased
demand from patients seeking good quality
care at an affordable cost. The finishes now
ensure that the ward is one of the best of
its class in the city. The internal decor and
even the color scheme were chosen to
give a homely and calming experience to
patients.The materials used were specifically
selected to maintain the highest standards of
infection control.
“The ward offers quality care to patients
in both general and specialised medical
conditions including general surgical and
orthopedic conditions,” said Bimal Kantaria,
the Managing Director of Elgon Kenya Ltd
during the launch.
This is part of a bigger project that has seen
Elgon Kenya pledge to assist the hospital in
building a five storey ultra-modern cardiac
referral and teaching centre to cater for
children’s special needs ranging from the
intensive care unit, counseling, physiotherapy
and outpatient and rising cases of cardiac
diseases.
The tower, to cost Sh300million will bolster
MP Shah’s name which has consistently been
ranked among the best hospitals in Kenya
and a preferential one for nursing care.
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THIS IS IT: Elgon Kenya Chairman, Dr. Rajnikant Kantaria and his brother
Dr. Rasik Kantaria cuts the ribbon to officially open the upgraded
Kantaria ward at the MP Shah hospital, Nairobi
“We are strategically
positioning the hospital
as a principal healthcare
provider in the region.
These
developments
will make the hospital
provide
cutting-edge
services to our clients,”
said Dr. Manoj Shah of
MP Shah hospital
This
groundbreaking
project comes at a
time when Kenya has
been recording a sharp
increase in cardiac and
lifestyle diseases due to
change in lifestyles.
According to estimates, Kenya has
approximately 200,000 new cases of
rheumatic heart disease each year, making it
the world’s hardest hit country. Out of every
1,000 children, 12 are born with a congenital
heart disease and RHD.
But even with such staggering statistics,

Kenya is still struggling with an under staffed
and under developed medical units which
have made it hard for the rising patients to
access affordable medical care.While cardiac
diseases cost over Sh1million in treatment
in the country, in India where it is relatively
cheaper it costs between Sh350,000 and
Sh500,000, but once the center is complete,
the services will be offered in Kenya at less
than Sh100,000,:

<< GLOBAL HARDWARE

Give a man a fish, and you feed him for a day;
show him how to catch a fish, and you feed
him for a lifetime
-Anne Isabella Ritchie, 1885
Author Nassim Nicholas Taleb in his book Antifragilewrites: “Heroism and the respect it commands is a form
of compensation by society for those who take risks on behalf of others. And entrepreneurship is a risky and
heroic activity, necessary for growth or even the mere survival of the economy.” Taleb calls for every society to
have a National Entrepreneur Day to show our gratitude, just like we do for our armed forces.

H

ow apt is the above-captioned
phrase even over a century later.
In East Africa we find ourselves
on the cusp of greatness. We are
poised to enjoy economic growth rates
that may end up in double digit percentage
figures for the next few years. It is indeed
exciting to be part of the next frontier.
The focus on Africa in general, and Kenya in
particular, is very high. We are witnessing
regular visits of country sponsored trade
delegations: Thailand, Nigeria, Egypt, Turkey,
but to name a few. All convinced of our
potential as the next high growth region
of the world.
Kenya’s economic salvation will not come
from its government, no matter how big
it becomes. It will not come from its huge
corporations, no matter how many bumper
profits they declare. It will not come from
its mineral resources, no matter how vast
their quantities.
Kenya’s economic heroes are not
politicians, bureaucrats, technocrats or
executives. Its true heroes are right there
under our collective nose, hidden in plain
sight: our entrepreneurs.
This is why Global Hardware Ltd. recently
participated in an event organized for the
Kamili Organization, whose main focus is
to provide equal access to services and
affordable care, as well as to improve
the quality of life of those suffering from
mental health illnesses. That is not all:
Kamili Organization regularly promotes
the entrepreneurial spirit of young budding
artists, giving them a platform to promote
their art.
At the recently concluded annual event
called the Family Challenge which took

place at the Sanctuary Farm in Naivasha,
48 teams took up the mantle to outwit and
out-manoeuvre each other over a two-day
event. Global Hardware Ltd. sponsored a
challenge called the ‘Global Hardware Egg
Mayo Maze’. Made from the high quality
MDF boards that we deal in, teams were
required to roll a raw egg from one end of
the board to another, through a maze with
pitfalls of course!
The event collected over Ksh. 3.1m for the
organization and we at Global Hardware
Ltd. are grateful to have been given the
opportunity to play a small part in achieving
this. Also on show were charcoal drawings
from a young, budding artist whose art
focused on elephants. Her piece sold in
double quick time with half the amount
collected going towards Kamili and the
other half to Save the Elephants.
Read more about Kamili at:

www.kamilihealth.org
If you would like to know about our
boards, or if you would like to see other
construction and building products, please
do not hesitate to get in touch with us.
Have an inquiry? Please do get in touch
with Rikim, Sanjay, Mary or Joy– all on hand
to be of service to you.
Better still, drop us a line on

globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com

and ask to be put onto our automated
e-mail notification service.
All new arrivals are regularly advertised
upon receipt.

globalhardwarekenya@gmail.com
0786 GLO BAL (456 225)

FAMILY TIES: Nishal, Leena, Shail, Shreyan and Pranay
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PEST CONTROL >>

Know your pests
By Mahesh Sharma, Head of Business in agriculture, Elgon Kenya
Watemelon pests and diseases
Watermelon has been a fruit on an impressive highs in the recent past with sales having
risen by up to 30 per cent over the last three years, driven by a growing middle class that
has become health conscious. Today the watermelon is a common fruit at breakfast, lunch
and dinner. It is an excellent snack between meals and especially for weight watchers. It is
used for quenching thirst while providing good nutrition. It has turned vanguard farmers into
millionaires. But getting the highest returns from watermelons requires the right preparation
and best arsenals against stubborn pests and diseases. Watermelon is susceptible to a host of
pests. We highlight the most common and how tot farmers can detect them.

Fusarium wilt of the watermelon
This is a fungal disease that generally produces symptoms such as wilting, chlorosis,
premature leaf drop, browning of the plant’s transportation system, stunting, and
damping-off. Fusarium wilt starts out looking like vein clearing on the younger leaves
and drooping of the older lower leaves, followed by stunting of the plant, yellowing
of the lower leaves, defoliation, marginal necrosis and death of the plant. On older
plants, symptoms are more distinct between the blossoming and fruit maturation
stages. If not detected early, it can wipe an entire watermelon field and have an e

Downey Mildew
Downy mildew is a disease of the foliage, caused by a fungus-like organism. It is spread from plant
to plant by airborne spores. It is a disease of wet weather as infection is favoured by prolonged leaf
wetness. Downy mildew symptoms first appear as small yellow spots or water-soaked lesions on
the topside of older leaves. During prolonged wet periods, the disease may move onto the upper
crop canopy. Severely affected plants are often stunted and lack vigour. In some cases the plant may
die. Due to the rapid spread of this disease and because symptoms often do not appear until 4-12
days after infection, a successful disease management program must be implemented prior to the
appearance of the disease symptoms.

Cutworms
Cutworms are dull brown caterpillars ranging in length from 1 to 2
inches when fully grown. They curl into a C-shape when disturbed.
Normally they are found on or just below the soil surface or on lower
parts of plants and are commonly active at night.
Cutworms feed on blossoms and leaves of many ornamental plants like
watermelons and attack most garden crops.They clip off seedling stems
near or just below the soil level. A few species chew holes into leaves.
Holes may be chewed in young watermelon fruits, and fruiting stems
wilt and fall. New shoots may be eaten partway through.

Melon fly
Melon fly is one of the world’s most serious fruit fly pests, particularly on crops related to water
melon. Adult flies lay eggs in mature or immature (green) fruits. Sometimes even plant stems
are infested. The eggs hatch into larvae, which burrow into fruits or stems, causing them to rot.
Melon flies are most often found on low, leafy, succulent vegetation near cultivated areas. In
hot weather they rest on the undersides of leaves and in shady areas. They are strong fliers and
usually fly in the mornings and afternoons. They feed on the juices of decaying fruit, nectar, bird
feces, and plant sap.
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Mites
Mites are every watermelon farmer’s nightmare as their voracious nature can finish an entire
plantation within days. The mites can affect the crop directly by its feeding and by acting as a vector
of viruses.When mites are very numerous, the sticky honeydew they produce supports the growth
of sooty mold on leaves. The irregularly-shaped white to tan blotches left after the mites feed on
the upper layers of the watermelon makes the fruit less marketable. Adults chew off seedlings, feed
on foliage, and occasionally on fruit that is on the soil.
Excessive leaf attack in older plants can cause leaves to dry, resulting in sun burning of fruit and
reduction in yield and quality. In severe infestations, the attack may cause plant death. Damage to
mature plants can occur when attempting to hold the crop longer for a second or third harvest.

FACT SHEET: ELGON KENYA ARSENALS AGAINST PESTS
In its resolve to keep farmers equipped with the latest pest control misilles, Elgon Kenya Limited has a host of pesticides
to contain the most voracious watermelon pests and diseases. These world class arsenals have reported impressive
pest control results by both smallholder and large scale farmers. Some of them include:

Tricel 48 EC
A respected arsenal against the voracious aphids and thrips, Tricel kills by contact ingestion, vapours
action and has ovicidal activities. It can also be used as a soil drench due to its vapour activity. It is
however recommended for early application so as to keep minimum residues.
Tricel has delivered impressive returns on watermelon pests and diseases and no toxic effect has been
noted on the water melon growth when sprayed with Tricel 48EC at recommended rate. However
sensitivity test is recommended to do a compatibility test before spraying.
For safety’s sake it is recommended that farmers read the attached product label and any accompanying
literature before using the product.

Emalaxyl / Equation Pro
This is a fungicide for the control of late blight in many crops
including water melon. It has long residual with systemic and contact
properties.
It has two powerful ingredients. Metalaxyl which is rapidly taken up
in green plant parts within 30 minutes of spray and distributed in
leaves therefore controlling fungal growth and reproduction from
within the plant.
Mancozeb on the other hand is a protective residual fungicide which
provides a film over the plant surface and inhibits germination of the
spores. A combination of these two ingredients hence provides an
excellent disease control from within the plant and externally.

Lambdastar 5E.C Emulsifiable concentrate.
This is a broad spectrum contact insecticide for effective control of
whiteflies and aphids in watermelons. It is a pyrethroid insecticide for
the control of biting and sucking insect pests in crops. It has a quick
knockdown and stomach and repellence effect through contact, residual
and stomach activity and therefore stopping pest damage to crops
immediately.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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Elgon Kenya enters fertilizer
market to stem biting shortfall
and poor use of fertilizers is the key
source of depressed yields in the country.
A report by Kenya Plant Health
Inspectorate Service (KEPHIS) for
example shows Western, Central, parts of
Nyanza and Rift Valley provinces have 7.5
million Hectares of land which are highly
acidic. This is occasioned by leaching of
nutrients during heavy rains, continuous
cultivation and miss-application of
fertilizers which offset acid compounds.

Ashish Bains, head of Crop
Nutrition Department

L

eading agro input company Elgon
Kenya has now delved into the
distribution of fertilizers to Kenya’s
farmers in a bid to stem biting
shortage and uncoordinated distribution
channels that have opened a tirade of effects
and further fanning Kenya’s hunger cycle.
The Kenya’s fertilizer distribution chain has
been bereft with delayed and inconsistent
supply, exorbitant and exploitative
prices and uncoordinated supply chain.
A government subsidy programme meant
to correct this has only complicated
matters. Farmers who were meant to
access the fertilizers in time at a reduced
price to motivate them to grow more
have never known peace with the subsidy.
The delay in accessing the fertilizers by
the farmers has meant late planting which
ultimately takes a toll on yields, further
aggravating the food security situation in
the country. Unscrupulous middlemen,
keen on exploiting the farmers, also buy
the fertilizer at the subsidized price and
repackage it selling it at a higher price.
This even as statistics show Kenya, and in
extension Africa, lags behind in fertilizer
use, which explains low productivity in the
fields. Kenya‘s average fertilizer application
rate is 13 kilograms per hectare compared
with an average of 94 kilograms per
hectare in other developing countries. This
even as it emerges that low soil fertility
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Bridgenet Africa another research body,
places delayed fertilizer distribution
to farmers as among the causes of the
2009 drought that placed over 10 million
Kenyans under food relief and led the
then President Mwai Kibaki to declare it
a national disaster. In a shocking revelation
recently farmers in the country’s food
baskets said they have never seen or come
across any subsidized fertilizer and infact
had decided to buy their own following
multiple delays in planting as they waited
for the government subsidy. The subsidy
has never benefitted the very same
people it set out to benefit
the small holder farmers.
Elgon Kenya Limited cognizant
of the importance of fertilizers
to farmers, and in a bid to
remain true to its mantra of
being a one stop shop for
every Kenyan farmer, has now
entered into the business
of fertilizer importation,
packaging and distribution.
Under the brand name Elgon
Thabiti, the three flagship
fertilizers,Thabiti DAP, Thabiti
CAN and Thabiti Urea, meant
for large, medium and small
scale farmers, now means
farmers can access the
fertilizers in time to continue
with their food production
“As key industry players in
the Kenyan agricultural sector
and having interacted with
our farmers over time we

feel it is our duty to facilitate a sweat free
farming experience for these farmers. We
have noticed with a lot of concern how
badly the fertilizer distribution channels
in the country are arranged. We feel we
need to step in and play our part with
the packaging and selling of these world
class fertilizers,” said Edwin Nyabiba,
senior Agronomist at Elgon Kenya.
The THABITI fertilizers are already an
instant hit in the market with consumers
appreciating the attractive pricing,
packaging and quality. This, thanks to
partners like, Omnia South Africa who are
ranked amongst the top manufacturers
and suppliers of fertilizers in the world.
Clients and consumers are at liberty
of collecting the products from our
warehouses in Mombasa or in Nairobi.
Alternate arrangements can be made to get
the products delivered to any destination
in the EAC and beyond using Elgon Kenya
trucks or other reliable transporters.

Elgon Kenya Limited
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Everyone’s a salesman
Companies that will remain relevant in this
digital age are only those that have put an
equal emphasis on setting high standards on
both the quality of their products and that of
their services as well. It is precisely such an
approach that has enabled Elgon Kenya to build
a reputation as a Packaging Company that can
always be depended upon to deliver even the
most urgent of orders. We have on many
an occasion exceeded even the expectation
of our clients making as the obvious
supplier of choice to the highly demanding
horticulture/floriculture sector where timely
deliveries and high quality are a prerequisite.

George Omuok - Head of
Department (labels and sleeves)

W

hereas the quality of products
rank high in the priority list
of most manufacturing firms,
the same cannot be said
about the quality of service they provide to
their customers. These companies invest a
lot of resources to ensure their products are
of high quality since the general consensus is
that this is the major requirement to retain
their customers, ward off competition
and acquire new clients. Far less evident
however, is the fact that ignoring the quality
of services they give to their customers can
prove detrimental to the very objective
they set out to achieve in the first place
namely to hold onto their customers.
Unlike the case with product quality
where quality parameters are easily
measurable, the same may not apply to the
quality of their services, where services
include such intangibles as goodwill and
dedication, telephone etiquette courtesy,
delivery times, responses to enquiries
and complaints, availability of the right
contact person and information and
communication skills amongst others.
As a result, there are many companies
which despite producing high quality
products continue to lose orders because
of such reasons as late deliveries (no one
can trust them with urgent orders), lack of
transparency (always full of lame excuses)
or even failure to respond to enquiries (due
to a don’t care attitude or forgetfulness).
Another reason could also be a discourteous
askari at the gate or a rude receptionist.
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‘‘Whenever we are in need of packaging materials that are urgently required, Elgon Kenya
is always our preferred choice’’ remarked
Mr. Sylvester Mulli of Finlays Horticulture
during a recent interview with Elgon News.
Mr. Elkana Odongo of OilLibya (K) Ltd had this
to say about Elgon Kenya, ‘‘When it comes to
generating new artworks and producing first
correct samples the speed of Elgon Kenya
is unmatched anywhere in the country’’.
Regardless of where you are located within
the republic we deliver our products right to
your doorstep and on time since we boast
of one of the biggest and most efficient
fleets in the country. Our trucks have
become an ubiquitous feature on our roads.
Apart from the large fleet, cultivating a
corporate quality culture has always been
our priority. We have created an awareness
that quality products and quality services
translates into sales. Every employee is a
salesperson for the company in his line of
duty. Every employee is in a sense a customer
care representative. Quality control is no
longer a preserve of the quality department
(Confined to the production department
in most companies) but a responsibility
for all employees: from the administration
department to security, from the accounts
department to the transport department.
For any company any employee who
does not see him or herself as a customer
care rep is a disaster to that company.
We have inculcated the right corporate
attitude in our staff: an attitude that
recognises that a telephone call is not an

interruption to one’s work but the reason
for it; an attitude that does not label some
clients as ‘difficult’. An attitude that is never
overwhelmed with too much work to the
point of lamenting ‘‘Oh not another big
order’’ when another customer calls to place
an order. It is an attitude that constantly
looks out for room for improvement; above
all it is an attitude that learns from crisis.
It is US president Barrack Obama’s former
chief of staff Mr. Rahm Manuel who was fond
of saying that it is a terrible thing to waste
a crisis. Pressed further on what he meant,
he clarified that a crisis presents us with
an opportunity to learn so that we avert a
repeat. We subscribe to this philosophy.
Ever since the end of the cold war, many
nations have realised that they can achieve
national goals and increase global influence
by applying what is now referred to as soft
power which is defined as the ability to
attract and co-opt rather than coerce, use
force or give money as a means of persuasion.
It is considered the second face of power
that indirectly allows you to obtain the
outcome you want. Its corporate equivalent
is the ability to attract customers by doing
such things as responding to every mail and
enquiry, delivering goods on time, making
regular visits to our clients, being courteous
on the phone as well as corporate social
responsibility. As a company we have grown
into a household name to a large extent
because of applying this corporate soft power.
While the quality of our products is not in
doubt, the quality of our services is the soft
power that has tilted the scales in our favour.
John F. Kennedy once remarked that it is not
the case that the infrastructure of America
is good because America is rich but rather
America is rich because their infrastructure is
good. We can also say the same of Elgon Kenya.
‘‘Our products and services are not of high
quality because we are a successful company,
but rather we are a successful company
because we have invested a lot of resources
to ensure that the quality of our products
and services are of the highest standards’’

Elgon Kenya Limited
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Farmer fortunes
New high yielding maize variety
receives nod as the best of our time
40 percent of farmers’ yields. No other maize
variety has managed to counter the devastating
effects of the stem borer.
As the Kenyan farmers grapple with what
maize variety to plant where, which has
ultimately affected yields, Elgon Prestige 02 has
come with the assurance to farmers of that
they can expect bumper harvests irrespective
of the soils.

Samuel Theuri, Agronomist Elgon Kenya

A

t a time when researchers in the
country are decrying the low uptake
of the right variety of seeds by
farmers which is causing a spiraling
effect in matters food insecurity, Elgon Kenya
Limited has successfully launched and trialed its
unique maize variety dubbed Elgon Prestige 02
which has promised to revolutionize the maize
production in the country.
It is a revolutionary variety that has received a
nod from the Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
Service (KEPHIS), the body mandated
to accredit any seed or plant meant for
commercial production. According to KEPHIS,
Prestige 02 is the best maize seed variety at
the moment because it has superior traits that
any other variety to withstand unpredictable
weather especially in the wake of the climate
change.
This has heralded the fast rising commitment
of Elgon Kenya’s seed department in its resolve
to address the yawning difference between
seed supply and demand and fight hunger
across the country.
The variety which has successfully been trialed
in many parts of the country has recorded
impressive yields producing 90 kgs per acre.
Other varieties pick between 50-60kgs. It
takes 3 months for the maize to mature with
the dried cob being ready for harvest in four
months.
It has also been hailed by industry players for
its high grain quality which is good for storage
and sweet in taste.
But even more superior is its ability to weather
major maize diseases and pests especially the
voracious stem borer which destroys over
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“This groundbreaking launch rubberstamps
Elgon Kenya’s commitment to remain a one
stop shop for all farmers’ agricultural needs
and reinforces our new mantra ‘Elgon Tosha’
as we walk with our farmers from seed to
harvest. We feel its our resolve to change the
way farming is done in the country if we are
to pride ourselves as the agricultural supply
station for most of Africa,” said Mr. Vaibhav
Deshmukh, Technical Sales Manager
at Elgon Kenya.

are expected out of the short rains harvests,
leaving the country with an overall shortfall of
up to 20 per cent that must be met by stock
from the volatile international market.
And with Kenya’s population projected to
grow to 43.1 million by 2020, the demand
for maize is expected to soar to five million
metric tonnes, and therein lies the problem.
“We cannot continue to grow the same
varieties, using the same traditional practices
even as population burgeons and the size of
land decreases. We need to farm smart if we
are to save ourselves from the yoke of hunger,”
added Vaibhav
Elgon Prestige 02 costs Sh350 for a 2kg pack.
It is available across the country where Elgon
Kenya Ltd has over 400 stockists.

Kenya’s incessant food woes and
drought have been synonymous with
an under supply of maize due to poor
production primarily caused by low
yielding seed varieties. Maize has for
many years been the crop against
which food security is measured
in Kenya. While an oversupply is
witnessed once in a while, it in
a matter of months result in an
undersupply coupled with incessant
finger pointing and blame game which
has defined this paradoxical political
crop.
Mr. Calef of AATF with Elgon seed manager, Manish
According to the Food and Tyagi
Agricultural Organisation of the
United Nations, Kenya’s maize
production ranges between 24and
33million bags per year against an
estimated demand of 45million bags
annually.

In the last season for example, farmers
harvested 28.9 million bags of maize,
against a projection of 43.4 million
bags for the 2013/14 crop season
creating a 14 million bags deficit or
one third shortfall in production given
an annual national consumption of
between 40 million and 43.5 million
bags.
Only four to five million more bags

Ken and Mwai in Wambugu Farm, Nyeri County

<< AWARDS

Cattle rearing hobby
metamorphoses to award
winning dairy powerhouse
feeds has been at unprecedented highs.The
shrubs are mixed with other feeds and are
known to increase milk yields due to their
unparalleled nutritional value. “I have saved
a lot with these bushes that’s why I tend
to them with zeal. Since learning about
them and adopting them I have learnt the
wonders of upping milk yields,” he added.

Ms. Sicily Kariuki, the PS in the Ministry Agriculture poses for a photo with Small scale category winner
of the Farmers Award Dr. Nelson Nyamu, his wife, the farm manager and Elgon Kenya’s Directors Baiju
and Bimal Kantaria.

A

ten year cattle rearing hobby of
rearing cattle has transformed
into a fully ventured award winning
commercial dairy farming, with
Kalia Farm becoming a milk powerhouse in
the semi arid Ukambani region, and creating
dozen jobs in an area buffeted by vagaries
of weather.
Dr. Nelson Nyamu the man behind Kalia
Farm which was recently voted overall
winner in Smallholder Fully Commercialized
Farms Category of the National Farmers
Awards which were organized by Elgon
Kenya Limited and the Ministry of Agriculture
dared to invest where hope never existed.
His zeal and passion to move agriculture
in Machakos County from an agonizing
venture to smart farming has earned him
international recognition. “Farming is my
passion, keeping cows is my forte. I have seen
lives transformed. That’s why I am in this to
stay,” added an excited Nyamu.
Dr. Nyamu, a physiotherapist by training
and the managing director for Physical
Therapy Services Limited which runs a

private practice that deals with both clinical
work and sales of rehabilitation equipment
through out the EA region, also doubles up
as the Managing Director for Kalia Farm,
which he visits on weekends at least twice
a month. “Sometimes the work schedule at
my clinic is very tight, but I have never failed
to go check on the progress of my farm at
least two times a month.This farm is not just
a side business, it’s a labour of love, its what
gives me purpose in life. I have always had a
passion for dairy farming and I am glad I have
actualized it. There is no turning back,” Dr.
Nyamu added.
Kalia Farm which started in 1998 and with
just one cow, then moving to six which Dr.
Nyamu says by then was just hobby, went
fully commercial in 2002. The farm stands on
2.5 acre land with the diary taking about half
an acre, a one acre house compound and the
rest of land on lucerne bananas and other
fruit trees.
For Dr. Nyamu the Lucerne, categorized
under wonder shrubs, has been his saving
grace at a time when the cost of commercial

Little wonder then that the 105 Holstein
Friesian cows that he has managed to
produce over 600 liters of milk on average
per day which is supplied to various
institutions in the county and beyond.
His target by next year is to up the yields
to1000 a day, which will enable him to start
adding value to the milk in order to reap
the untapped benefits of value addition. “t
is very motivating to mentor and see other
farmers come up to diary systems that
work very well for them,” said Dr. Nyamu
who has now employed 10 employees
including a manager, a maintenance guy and
a house help.
But the long distance from Nairobi which
means getting some inputs has been costly,
coupled some of the suppliers for feed
concentrates interfering with the quality of
the feeds affecting his animal’s production
capacity have been his biggest challenge. “I
am deeply excited by the noble idea that
Elgon Kenya has come up with. It is one
thing to work hard, but it is another to get
appreciated. Being paraded in front of the
country and the world has given me impetus
to inspire more. I will remain grateful to
Elgon Kenya for giving me a chance and
appreciating what I do,” he added.
Elated about the National Farmers Awards
which he hails as a step in the right direction
in motivating farmers, Dr. Nyamu says he
is in dairy farming to stay and thanks his
wife for being the force behind his success.
“Success and my love for dairy cows and my
family have been my motivation plus striving
to prove that in semi-arid areas diary can do
very well since the milk price is always better.
Hard work pays and excellence comes from
doing the same thing right many times,” he
concluded.
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Elgon Kenya fetes agriculture’s
finest
BY NELSON MAINA
Pomp and fanfare best described the Premier
National Farmers award which saw both
large and small scale farmers feted for their
novel contribution to the economy and food
security.
A one of its kind journey that has taken one
year to complete, with lead sponsors and
organizers Elgon Kenya Limited working
with the Ministry of Agriculture officials and
other stakeholders, the team transversed
every corner of the country to create
awareness on the awards. The judging panel
received tens of thousands of entries across
the categories.
After an extensive judging period, the
judges managed to narrow down to what
they authoritatively felt were farmers who
had displayed top notch agricultural best
practices.
The gala dinner, held at Sarova Panafric, and
attended by major agricultural stakeholders
was also graced by the Principal Secretary in
the Ministry of Agriculture Ms Sicily Kariuki
who was the chief guest. The Managing
Director, Kenya Plant Health Inspectorate
(KEPHIS), The CEO Kenya Flower Council
Mrs. Jane Ngigi, Kenya Association of
Manufacturers CEO Ms Betty Maina among
others graced the occasion.
“It has been a long journey. But one worth
investing in. Our farmers are un appreciated,
work under extreme condition, are facing
new challenges like climate change, but their
resolve to keep the country fed has been
true and unflinching. We feel so honoured
to have taken the leap of faith in celebrating
their efforts,” said Bimal Kantaria, Elgon
Kenya Director.
It is a message that was echoed by various
speakers who took to the podium in a
night that also saw Ms Kariuki serenade
Elgon Kenya for taking the public private
partnership to a whole new level by working
with government to celebrate farmers. “We
have no business as a country with rich soils,
and good rainfall to have our people sticking
begging bowls. This must end, it has to stop.
And with such wonderful collaboration like
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THIS IS THE WAY: Bimal Kantaria, Dr. Rajnikant N. Kantaria and Sicily Kariuki
consulting.
what we have with Elgon Kenya, I know we
will meet the target of making Kenya food
secure in the next five years. It can be done,
and we will do it,” said Ms. Kariuki.
Notable names that featured in the award
night included Panda Flowers, breeder
Stockman Rozen and grower Nini Limited
all based in Naivasha decorated the night
after winning in the large commercial farms
category.
Smallholder farmers equally stole the show
with some of them who had surmounted
all odds like the bane of weather changes
and erratic markets to still keep afloat
by maintaining agricultural best practices.
Notable names in this category included
Dr. Nelson Nyamu who runs a dairy farm in
Machakos County that has turned out to be
an agricultural factory in an area buffeted by
harsh climatic conditions. Harrison Muriuki
a farmer from Meru county got recognition
for his efforts to provide fellow farmers with
low cost solution to problems in farming.
“It is a very special night. One I feel
particularly honoured to be part of. We had

once discussed the possibility of having this
night. When we would uplifiting our farmers
by giving them a national recognition. But
that seemed like a pipe dream, yet here
we are. It gives me so much hope and
drive that we have just started something
unique. Something special. And we will push
it until we make sure that our farmers are
recognized yearly just like they do in other
sectors,” Ms Kariuki added.
And as the glitz and glamour of the night
came to a successful end, in an event where
meticulous attention had been to make sure
that it goes down in history as a night to
remember, industry players have vowed to
transform agriculture in the country as we
know it. “This is one of the most beautiful
lands to be born with. That is why beyond
doing business I strongly feel and have
committed myself and the company to
making sure that i will make every person
in the country young and old embrace
agriculture as a passion and away of earning
income.We owe it to our future generation,”
said Bimal Kantaria.

Congratulations to 2013 winners

President Uhuru Kenyatta rewards Dr Nelson Nyamu of
Kalia Farm

President Uhuru Kenyatta rewards Harrison Muriuki of
Ruiri Farmers Centre

Agriculture PS Ms Sicily Kariuki
rewards Panda Flowers Limited

Agriculture PS Ms Sicily Kariuki
rewards DK Jolly Stores limited

KAM CEO Ms Betty Maina rewards
Kyanda Farm

KAM CEO Ms Betty Maina rewards
Nini Limited

Elgon Kenya Directors Bimal Kantaria
and Baiju Kantaria congratulate Bishop
George Mbaya Farm

KAM CEO Betty Maina rewards
Paksons Enterprises Ltd

Kenya Flower Council CEO Mrs Jane
Ngige rewards Stokman Rozen

Elgon Kenya Directors Bimal Kantaria
and Baiju Kantaria congratulate
Shamba Inputs-Njoro
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